Members of the UM community and the public are invited to participate in this international forum exploring the many real-world applications of geographic information systems (GIS).

Join us to learn how using GIS can enhance presentations and maximize the impact of research across the scholarly landscape.

For the most current information on this event, visit library.miami.edu/gis.

**SCHEDULE**

**MORNING SESSIONS**

9:30 A.M. Registration and light refreshments
10 A.M. Welcome and Introduction
10:10 A.M. GIS Career Panel
11:30 A.M. Student Intern Panel
12:30 P.M. Lunch
  ■ Student-guided tour of Places & Spaces exhibit

**AFTERNOON SESSIONS**

2 P.M. GIS Resources at UM Panel
3 P.M. GIS Landscape in South Florida Panel
4 P.M. Places & Spaces Keynote Presentation
  ■ Jacqueline Klopp, Columbia University
5 P.M. Reception
  ■ Map competition results